PMIEF's Project Learning Network Brings Together International Youth Organizations for PM Conference

The Project Learning Network (PLN), now in its seventh year, continues to evolve to meet the needs of its passionate participants—educators and influencers—who want to bring students the tools they need for success in college, career and life.
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“I give because PMIEF has a fascinating way of propagating a kind of mentality, all over the world, that encapsulates some really good values. Values of inclusion, transparency and accountability. The world needs more of that.”
Ready! Set! Apply! PMIEF scholarship deadline is around the corner...

**DEADLINE ALERT:**
Apply for your PMIEF Professional Development Scholarship by July 1.

Apply Now »

New Video: Project Management in the Classroom
Hear teachers from across the U.S. describe how their students benefit from learning project management in school.

View »
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**Privacy Notice**

PMIEF is committed to ensuring the security of your information. We are providing this privacy notice to inform you about what information we collect online, how we use it, and what choices you have. By continuing to use our site, you accept our use of cookies, revised Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.
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Make a Gift